STREAMLINED PROCUREMENT, BETTER VALUE

Odoo ERP Integration with
B2B e-Commerce
Healthcare Procurement Platform

Introduction
Any business- small/ medium/ large–
ambitious of growing its online presence
should tap the right technology. Any
e-commerce business that wants to
deliver exceptional customer service
requires powerful integration with an
ERP system. The vast online buying
population and the customer service
reps of e-commerce companies demand
access

to

histories,

details
past

comparisons,

such
invoices,

ratings,

as

order
product

reviews,

descriptions, warranty, usage, previous
customer interactions, service histories,
and more such data. ERP integration
enables an e-tailer to handle this
challenge.

Kogland, the leading B2B e-commerce
marketplace

for

healthcare

procurements, was also facing this
challenge. It affected their internal
process

efficiency

and

employee

productivity. Here’s how Fingent helped
them integrate Odoo ERP into their
application.
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About Kogland
Kogland is a leading B2B e-commerce marketplace that facilitates the
purchase of medical consumables and equipment for hospitals and clinics.
Kogland aims to disrupt the traditional wholesale healthcare procurement
model by helping healthcare providers effortlessly procure quality
products from trusted manufacturers and vendors. The platform offers a
single dashboard to manage orders, shipping, and payments and enables
hassle-free healthcare procurement with its plethora of brands and
quality products to choose from.

Challenges before ERP integration
Kogland used Excel spreadsheets to manage their data
related to purchases, sales, inventory, and stock value.
This created data silos and failed to provide visibility
across the enterprise

Coordination between device/ drug manufacturers and
dealers

was

error-prone,

time-consuming,

and

inefficient, resulting in supply chain delays.

Financial disorder, inefficient customer data tracking,
and

communication

challenges

resulted

in

poor

decision-making.

A service agent attending a customer query/ request
had to strenuously dig out details such as past
communication, order and service history, feedback, and
so on. This hindered them from providing personally
tailored service.
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How did Odoo ERP
integration help Kogland?
Being an Official Partner of Odoo, Fingent helped
Kogland integrate Odoo ERP into their system.
Kogland’s B2B e-commerce platform is built using
Magento. Magento offers powerful APIs that allow
easy integration of ERP software and can be
customized for providing innovative features in a
Magento e-commerce website. Kogland now
manages

order

management,

purchase

management, and inventory management using
Odoo.

Eliminates duplicate data and
brings more integrity into data
by serving as a single source of
truth.
Offers

insights

that

planning,

help

budgeting,

forecasting,

and

reporting

financial results. Easy to plan
inventory

and

sales,

which

helps cut costs. Generate useful
reports and analytics at any
time.
Eliminates repetitive processes
and reduces manual data entry
works, which eventually prevent
the feeding of inaccurate data.
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Easy to monitor inventory
regularly.

Track

future

consignments as well as
consignments currently in
transit.
Streamlines

Technology
Stack

business

processes by making data
collection and management
easier and efficient.
Analyze

and

compare

functions across different
departments

without

frustration

of

the

multiple

spreadsheets and emails.
Odoo ERP serves as a single
repository of information
that improves the accuracy,
consistency, and security of
business data.
Single centralized location
to store data from multiple
departments,
updating

allowing
actions

real-time

and

in

improving

communication across the
organization.
Allows mobility, shortened
lead

times,

accurate

deliveries, and responsive
supply chains.
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About Fingent
We are a Global IT company providing strategic IT business solutions and services for complex
business problems, in multiple industry sectors including retail, healthcare, finance, education,
and more. Our technology and industry expertise enables us to deliver cutting-edge internet
technologies and scalable, secure, and easy-to-use web applications that work across multiple
devices. We believe that the judicious use of technology, together with a good design can reduce
complexity, connect individuals, and provide valuable insights, all of which ultimately help
businesses succeed.

